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• GlobalConnect
• Luxaflex Scandinavian
• P.Lindberg
• Scandic Food



The Challenge The ResultsThe Result 

Grundfos, the world’s largest manufacturer 
of pumps, launched a new online tool for 
their customers. They wanted a large base of 
daily users with a number of these 
registering for an account. Naturally this 
should be achieved across 10 markets with a 
very limited budget. As always when the 
client asks for digital performance iProspect
delivers, outperforming all KPI’s with a 
cross-channel strategy spanning 6 core 
products

The strategy focused on targeting the users 
based on their current connection to 
Grundfos. Registered users of WebCaps
were sent emails to inform them of GPC and 
the benefits compared to WebCaps. A 
retargeting campaign launched on RTB and 
social, targeting users who had visited 
WebCaps, but had not yet visited GPC, to 
further push the migration from one tool to 
the other. To attract new users a highly 
targeted Paid Search campaign was 
launched in sync with the launch of GPC. A 
YouTube retargeting campaign was set up, 
targeting all non-registered users of GPC to 
a video explaining the benefits of signing up.

All results were tracked in iAnalyse
throughout the campaign giving the client 
constant access to current status

GRUNDFOS

88 
migrated of the active 

WebCaps users 

34
Rise in 

registered users

%+ 42
Increase in the total 

user base on GPC

%

%

Case Study |  Grundfos |  Manufacturing

Digital: New online tool for BTB customers



The Challenge The ResultsThe Result 

Markedet for kaffeløsninger til erhverv er 
karakteriseret ved mange og store 
leverandører. BKI benyttede traditionelle 
midler til at nå potentielle kunder, men ville 
prøve kræfter med digitalt.

BKI.DK var indledningsvist ikke gearet til 
online performance, idet der ikke 
eksisterede et univers, som henvendte sig til 
B2B.

Til at opnå øget synlighed og skabe 
relevante leads på erhvervssektionen var det 
nødvendigt at identificere BKI’s 6 
erhvervssegmenter, som iProspect skabte 
optimerede versioner af.

Disse skabte fundamentet for at drive trafik 
via den organiske trafik, hvorefter AdWords
blev aktiveret for at drive mere relevant 
trafik til landingssiderne. 

BKI FOODS

260 
Løft I konverteringsraten

+ 90
Kvalificeret leads via 

search aktiviteter

256
Øget online trafik

%

%

Case Study |  BKI Foods |  Food process industry

Ny BTB search strategi gav øget trafik & salg



40-60% of all website traffic originates from a 
search engine. Paid Search harnesses the power 
of search engines’ advertising platforms to 
deliver extremely relevant, highly targeted ads 
to users.

Having experience and expertise in every 
vertical enables iProspect to consistently create 
best-in-class campaigns while our global 
footprint provides us with an unmatched 
understanding of the nuances of each market.

iProspect provide value and business insights 
through bought media at an extremely efficient 
cost.

How it works Product Activities & Breakdown

Paid Search
Be there with the right message at the 

right time – at the right price.

Feed Based Campaigns 

& Marketing

iBid

Programmatic 

Search

Device & Mobile 

Targeting

Audience

Targeting with 

CCS

Strategic 

Planning 

& Audience 

Analysis

Bespoke Reporting 

& Analysis
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The Challenge The ResultsThe Result 

iProspect was tasked with SEM and Display 
efforts for Regus China, a client exclusively 
focused on performance with aggressive 
goals on B2B leads for their serviced and 
business offices.

Account optimization strategy: Driving 
quality traffic and improving CTRs and CVRs 
tremendously were the key issues. In order 
to drive high-quality traffic, iProspect re-
organized geo-target structure to reduce the 
conflicts between different campaigns, as 
well as adjust the keywords match type. As 
budget remained flat, meanwhile conversion 
rates and CTRs needed tremendous 
improvement.

iProspect realized that in order to meet 
Regus aggressive KPI, conversion rates and 
CTRs needed tremendous improvement. 
This should be achieved while reducing or at 
least maintaining CPLs as budget remained 
flat. Ad Copy and landing page optimization 
were critical, along with readjusting on 
keywords match type driving traffic and 
expanding Exact Match ones and re-
organization of geo target structure by 
province and National campaigns, as well as 
smart bidding in Display.

Improving the quality of the traffic and 
reducing the cost in Baidu Search allowed us 
to expand to 360 & Sogou on those 
keywords that performed well. Overall leads 
increased by 33%, conversion rate increased 
by 48%, CPL was brought down by 20%

REGUS

+33 
Increase in overall leads

- 20
Reduction in Cost 

Per Lead

%+ 48 
Increase in

Conversion Rate

%

%

Case Study  |  Regus  |  PPC

Driving quality traffic and improving CTRs



Natural search results are a powerful and proven 
vehicle for driving brand awareness and direct 
response. Leveraging the power of organic search 
takes specialized knowledge, and is only getting 
more complicated with each new algorithm shift.

iProspect understand that SEO is no longer just 
about building a website that is easily understood 
by search engines, but generating effective 
content to gain wider influencer adoption. 

Onsite SEO is shifting from very specific expertise 
on understanding links towards a broader 
storytelling approach by building relevant, 
targeted content to create the necessary content 
authority relationships within search engines. 

How it works Product Activities & Breakdown

Natural Search
Boost results authentically while building

stronger brand experiences.

Content Creation 

& Distribution

SEO Halo

Effect

Mobile & Device
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Page Audit &

Optimisation

Strategy

Creation 

& Reporting

Global & Local Optimisation

Strategy
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The Challenge The ResultsThe Result 

iProspect were tasked with the challenge of 

increasing Microsoft Azure’s awareness, 

whilst driving trial campaign conversions 

above the market benchmark. This meant 

we had to focus on conversions and 

awareness at the same time. Since this was 

an entirely new campaign structure, we had 

to have a fresh start with no previous always 

on learnings. This meant iProspect had to 

critically analyze the search landscape from a 

branding and lead generation point of view 

at the same time, before any activity was 

launched. We optimized towards Search 

Page Location and extended search 

campaigns to display select (contextual 

keyword targeting), which generated 

additional exposure to a highly targeted B2B 

audience, whilst keeping campaign costs 

low.

iProspect planned an automated bidding 

strategy in English and Turkish languages, 

optimized towards Search Page Location to 

establish full ownership of brand terms and 

further grow product exposure within 

generic terms. In addition, iProspect

extended search campaigns to display select 

(contextual keyword targeting), which 

generated additional exposure to a highly 

targeted B2B audience, whilst keeping 

campaign costs low.  

As a result of this combination product trial 

sign ups increased by 83% with a 43% lower 

CPL than the industry benchmark. This also 

meant the campaign was driving traffic at a 

62% lower CPC (Cost Per Click) rate.

Microsoft Azure

+83 
Lift in sign ups

- 43
Reduction in 

Cost Per Lead

%- 62 
Reduction in 

Cost Per Click

%

%

Case Study  |  Microsoft  |  SEO

Increasing Microsoft Azure’s awareness



Content marketing helps build a consistent 
acquisition message across all digital channels by 
using intelligent data insights to ensure relevancy 
and visibility. 

By creating and distributing relevant content, 
iProspect use Performance Content to enhance or 
even change consumer behavior which leads to 
more conversions.

Our effective content strategy is an ‘always on’ 
process focused on a consistent omni-channel 
message to help forge a long-term relationship 
and positive online engagements.

How it works Product Activities & Breakdown

Content Generation
Grow your audience with the right content 

mix, from creation to distribution.

Content Strategy

Copywriting

Editing & Proof 

Reading

Audience 

Targeting with 

CCS

Content Gap
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Content

Consumption

Audit

Live Content 

Creation
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The Challenge The ResultsThe Result 

iProspect’s purpose is to deliver 
transformative business outcomes. Through 
a premium content strategy, we supported 
BMW’s effort to position themselves on a 
new market while generating short term 
ROI.

We know that B2B decision makers are 
getting more and more independent in their 
purchase decision journey, looking for 
information and comparing solutions on 
their own, and only contacting the brand at 
the very end the process. With that insight in 
mind, we decided to expose prospects to 
BMW’s new technology at the very top of 
their decision funnel to establish hybrid 
technology as the reference comparison 
point into their minds through a premium 
content strategy.

We partnered with a major B2B news title, 
L’Expansion, to produce an educative white 
paper explaining the 5 benefits for a 
company to choose hybrid VS standard 
engine, and presenting the BMW solutions 
and products range. 

In order to drive traffic on the form, we used:
- Fleet editorial column on l’Expansion
- Editorial articles pushed on the website
- Emailing and newsletter push

The campaign results went far beyond 
expectations:
+55% leads generated
-53% cost per qualified leads
83% of leads generated have a purchase 
project

BMW

+55 
leads generated VS

campaign objectives

83
leads generated 
have a purchase 

project

%- 53
cost per 

qualified leads

%

%

Case Study |  BMW |  Content

Developing new B2B market



On average, less than 2% of website traffic will end 
in a conversion.

CRO is the quantitative method of using website 
analytics, user interactions, feedback, and tests to 
improve the performance of your website. By 
targeting key conversion metrics such as 
purchases, registrations, downloads, or video 
views, CRO can be used to improve virtually any 
KPI on your website. 

iProspect’s Conversion Rate Optimisation or ‘CRO’ 
service, increases the total number of conversions 
by analysing media interactions and onsite 
behaviours to identify opportunities for page 
testing and site improvements that create and drive 
the optimal conversion journey for consumers.

How it works Product Activities & Breakdown

Conversion

Optimisation

Turn good results into great ones

across all digital channels.

Dashboarding & Advanced Tracking

Client

Consultancy

& Workshops

Dynamic Landing 

Page

Development

User

Testing
Heatmapping

A/B Multivariate Testing

A/B
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The “micro” business segment (small 
businesses with 1 - 10 employees) is a fast-
growing segment that is part of a 
competitive marketplace populated with a 
variety of cloud office service providers 
including well-established companies like 
Google as well as players like Slack and 
others, which are smaller but have built a 
loyal following with entrepreneurs. The 
challenge facing Microsoft was how to 
efficiently grow and scale Office 365 
subscriptions in this large and fast-growing 
segment without the support of either the 
enterprise sales network or the 
comparatively substantial awareness 
budgets afforded other Microsoft 
brands.The objective of this campaign was to 
drive more small-business leads via 
improved engagement and conversion rates.

In less than ten months, the Microsoft/ 
iProspect team designed and implemented a 
personalized and highly targeted 
programmatic strategy that far exceeded 
goals and was instrumental in building a 
sustainable and replicable direct sales 
channel.

Testimonial
“This campaign exceeded Microsoft’s every 
expectation. We were able to increase spend 
without compromising efficiency, and in fact 
cut our customer acquisition cost by 27%. The 
scale and rigor of the testing, highly 
sophisticated and integrated use of data for 
segmentation, and scope of our creative 
personalization against those newly 
segmented audiences was incredible - unlike 
anything we’d attempted before”
- Lyamen Savy, Sr. Marketing Manager on 
Office 365 Marketing Team

Microsoft 365

+500 K 
Total orders for that segment

- 27
Reduction in Cost 

Per Action

%

Case Study  |  Microsoft  |  CRO

Drive more small-business leads
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